A theoretical investigation have been presented to exploring the influence of electrons beam current on the electron mirror image deduced inside the scanning electron microscope (SEM). A rough mathematical expression for the electric potential that associated with electron beam is derived. The results clearly shows that the beam current could be used to enhance or conversely deteriorate the phenomena of mirror effect. So this work procedure may consider to be tool controllable of this phenomena for investigation purposes.
INTRODUCTION
Today, the charged particle devices ( especially the scanning electron microscope and focused ion beam (FIB)) are considered to be an important tools for collecting data details for materials in the range of nano-scale. Actually, the technical characteristics of an SEM are determined by the parameters of its electron beam. Anyway, the most important parameters of the electron beam are the size (diameter) of the focused electron beam, angles of its convergence and divergence, and the depth of its focusing [1] . This information is important both for the development and upgrading of the construction of an SEM, and for the use of the microscope in scientific research and industries. Information regarding the geometrical characteristics of the electron beam is of particular importance in connection with the development of new methods for measurements of linear dimensions of the relief elements in the micro-or nanometer range, being on a surface of a solid [2] .
In fact, beam current is one of the most important parameters that influence the electron beam diameter [3] , and so it is a very important instrumental parameter. Strictly speaking low beam current and small spot size is usually required for high resolution, while high beam current and large spot diameters is ultimately useful for good contrast [4] . So, condenser lens in SEM should be operate in compensate way such that it balance these two parameters according to specific application.
What have mentioned in the last paragraph is valid well for the usual use of SEM to imaging conductive samples or either metal-coated insulator samples. However, when a sample for a dielectric material (or either not grounded conducting sample) is adopted for inspection by means of SEM or FIB, the mirror effect come to be occurs inside the SEM chamber, see for example the references [5] and [6] .
Substantially, this phenomenon arises due to the accumulation of charges, electrons in SEM [7] and ions in FIB [8] , at the sample surface during the irradiation process. Consequently, an electric potential begin to growth over the irradiated region up to the state of saturation [9] . This potential in turn made the probing electrons (electron of lower potential) to reflecting-back towards the upper chamber space. Therefore, the screen of SEM apparatus will reveals an image that refers to the ceiling of SEM chamber rather than the sample. Electron mirror images have been gained more advertency since its invention in the seventeenths of last century. Iit is now attracting a great deal of attention, especially when some authors argued that it can used as a tool to determine some of the characteristics of insulator materials [9 and 10] .
Indeed many operation parameters controls the image which deduced by means of mirror effects. Among most of them are the irradiation (potential, current and time) [11, 12] , scanning (potential [9] and current), working distance [13] and the dielectric constants [10] of the insulator material under consideration. Present work, is mainly concerned with influence of the electron beam current. However, when mirror effect come to be occurs inside the SEM chamber, and the aim is to avoid that, it doesn't important to use low beam current with small spot diameter or vice versa. Thus, in sense of such a framework, present work try to prove that it is possible to eliminate the mirror effect phenomena by increasing the beam current.
THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
Initially let assume the electrons are distributed uniformly within the beam and so the face of this beam being a disk of radius R that carry charges of amount Q , see figure. 
Integration of the last equation is simple, however, the result is; Since the surface charge density is assumed to be uniform one may say without caution, that; Figure 2 shows the variation of beam surface potential along with the vertical distance (W-z) for two arbitrary values of the beam current. Where W is the working distance, which taken to be 15 mm, and z refers to the absolute value of the vector r  , see Figure 1 . It is seen that the two potential distributions have a maximum value at the beam surface. However the value of U b (W-z) being decreases as one moves away from the beam surface toward the sample. Actually the decreases behavior being sharp near the beam surface and gradually decreases when z increases. The reason behind is the inverse proportional of U b ( r  ) with r  as one could realized by consulting equation (1) . Equivalently it is a direct consequence for the inverse square proportionality associated with Coulomb's law. Strictly speaking, when an electron try to approach the beam surface it will suffer a repulsive force which increases rapidly when electron touch the surface.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Another remarkable result can be record from Figure 2 , that when the beam current increased the beam potential increased too along the distance W-z. The increases in beam potential may thought to be a consequence for increasing the number of electrons embedded at beam surface. In fact, such a result is proved in figure. 4. Where it is clear that the relation between beam current and the total amount of electrons at beam surface is a linear relationship. So, one can say that the probability for beam of electrons to attack the sample surface increases as the beam current increases too. In other word, ability of beam of electrons to reaching sample surface become height as the condenser lens diaphragm being wider. Therefore, mirror effect can be avoid somehow by increasing beam current. 
CONCLUSIONS
One of the most important conclusion remarks of this work is that the beam current could be add to the tools or approaches by means mirror effects could be prevents to be occurs inside the SEM chamber. Conversely, it may adopted to reinforce the phenomena of mirror effects for specific uses of SEM like determination of dielectric constant of insulator materials.
